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Abstract
This work aims about thorough version of seasonal influenza, and the therapeutic affinity of various homeopathy drugs on it. Influenza is an acute systemic viral infection which primarily affects respiratory tract. Homeopathy has a long tradition of being used to treat influenza. So here we are highlighting various therapeutics and their indication on seasonal influenza.
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Introduction
Influenza is a familiar viral infection primarily affects respiratory system — your nose, throat and lungs. It is caused by influenza A or influenza B virus. Infection is seasonal and variation in haemagglutinin and neuraminidase glycoproteins on surface of virus leads to variable intensity each year. Seasonal influenza is characterized by a rapid onset of fever, usually dry cough, headache, muscle and joint pain, severe malaise, sore throat and a runny nose. The cough is severe, it lasts for two or more weeks.

Epidemiology
The agent
1. Influenza viruses belong to Orthomyxoviridae family of viruses.
2. Its nucleic acid consists of negative single stranded RNA.
3. There are 3 Influenza virus types, namely Types A, B, C.
4. Types A and B: important for humans contains 8 vRNA segments and type C contains 7 vRNA segments
5. Type A is further subdivided into variable combination patterns of their own specific H or N proteins (H1N1 or H3N2 etc).
6. Type A viruses having high genetic variety cause greatest morbidity and mortality.
7. Seasonal Influenza is caused by Influenza A, H1N1, H3N2, H2N2, Influenza B etc.

Host factors
Incidence is higher in
1. young children and those above 65 years
2. Health workers;
3. Persons with co-morbid conditions (such a lung disease, heart disease, liver disease, kidney disease, blood disorders, Diabetes) and immuno-compromised persons are at higher risk.
4. High rate of complications in extremes of age and in co-morbid conditions.
5. A higher risk of severe complications from pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus infection has also been reported in persons who were obese chiefly in those who are morbidly obese.

Environmental factors
More incidence during monsoon.
In north, north-west and Central India, the surge in cases usually occurs in winters (January to March)

Mode of Transmission
Air borne from person-to-person, through large droplets generated during coughing and sneezing. Though the size of infectious droplets are large and usually remain floating in air
long time and move a short distance therefore airborne is not often considered for spread of disease [5].

- Droplets highly contagious to susceptible persons.
- Indirect contact by touching contaminated object or surface (fomite transmission), close contact (including hand shaking)

**Incubation Period**
1-4 days (typically 2-3 days).
- Viral shedding begins before symptom onset and peaks on day 1 of the symptoms.
- Adults continue to shed virus for 4-6 days, it stops after 6 to 7 days and sometimes after 10 days according to some investigations [6].
- Children and Immuno suppressed/immune-compromised patients: can shed for months.

**Period of Communicability**
- From 1 day before to 7 days after the onset of symptoms being the most contagious in first 3-4 days of commencement [7].
- If disease persists for more than 7 days, chances of communicability continue till resolution of disease.
- Children may spread the virus for a longer period [7].

**Clinical features** [7]
- Sudden, rapid onset of symptoms.
- Fever, chills, body aches, sore throat, non-productive productive cough, runny nose and headache.
- Gastrointestinal symptoms and muscle inflammation: more often in young children.
- Infants can present with a sepsis-like syndrome.
- In immuno-compromised host may only have noticeable coryza and in much older patients can be only present as tiredness cough, confusion and anorexia [8].
- In recent years when H1N1 and H3N2 virus have circulated, the latter has caused severe epidemics [9].

**Physical Finding**
Fever: rapid onset, up to 400C (410C in children), typically lasting 3 days (up to 4-8 days), gradually diminishing [7, 7].
- Face: flushed Skin: hot and moist.
- Eyes: watery, reddened.
- Nose: nasal discharge.
- Ear: Otitis.
- Mucous membranes: hyperaemic.
- Cervical lymphadenopathy: (especially in children).
- Pulmonary examination typically reveals rochini, wheezes and nonlocalised scattered rales [9].

**Course of Illness**
Severity varies from symptoms of cold to severe prostration with no major respiratory signs and symptoms, especially within the elderly [8].
- Fever and systemic symptoms classically last 3 days, infrequently 5-8 days, and gradually diminish.
- Cough and weakness can continue for more than 2 weeks.
- Full recovery: 1-2 weeks or longer, especially in the elderly.

**Homoeopathic Remedies**

**Arsenicum album** [12]
Arsenic remedy feels chilly and exhausted, along with an great anguish and restlessness, thirsty but often only takes small sips. If the digestive system is involved, symptoms will be nausea with burning pain, gastralgia and offensive stool. Suffocative Catarrah, thin watery excoriating discharge, corzya worse in open air. Patient’s headache relieved by cold other symptoms are worse by cold.

**Ferrum phosphoricum** [13]
Low-grade fever with prostration, also have tendency of nose bleeding and ear pain. All catarhal and inflammatory fevers, first stage.

**Belladonna** [13]
It relieves high fever of sudden onset, head hot and painful. Patient is hypersensitive to noise, drafts of air and bright light.

**Eupatorium perfoliatum** [13]
It relieves body aches and bone pain along with flu. Great prostration in epidemic influenza, chest sore with painfull soreness of eyeballs.

**Bryonia alba** [14]
Indicated in nasal catarrh with either great dryness of mucous membrane of nose or when discharge is yellow and thick. High fever with body aches improved by remaining at a place. However it is not given in cattarhs without any bowel symptoms.

**Gelsemium** [15]
It relieves symptoms like fever, dull headache at base of brain, dizziness with blurred vision and general weakness.

**Nux vomica** [16]
Person having coryza with sneezing, attacks comes after eating and in morning. Dry coryza with soreness of abdomen. A person often very irritable, impatient, ardent character feeling worse from exertion and worse from being cold in any way.

**Investigations** [10]
Routine investigations: haematological, radiological, biochemical and microbiological tests as necessary.
- Confirmation of seasonal influenza (including H1N1) infection:
- Real time RTPCR
- Isolation of the virus in culture or
- Four-fold rise in virus specific neutralizing antibodies.
- Clinical specimens such as nasopharyngeal swab, throat swab, nasal swab, wash or aspirate, and tracheal aspirate for intubated patients.
- The most useful clinically is PCR based molecular probe as this is not only the most sensitive and specific method; it also provides opportunities to identify strain with some specificity [9].
- However Influenza diagnostic test performance can be badly affected by viral genetic and antigenic changes and should be re-assessed yearly [11].

**Routine investigations:** haematological, radiological, biochemical and microbiological tests as necessary.
**Rhus toxicodendron** [17]
Patient is restless in fever. Continuous movement to find a comfortable position and to relieve the symptoms while experience aggravation in starting a movement.

**Aconitum napellus** [17]
It relieves high fever of sudden and violent onset. Skin is dry and hot face.

**Sulphur** [17]
Indicated when flu is very long-lasting or has some lingering symptoms. Hot or burning quality is a strong indication of sulphur. Patient feels hot with perspiration increased, low fever and reddish mucous membranes. Heat aggravates the symptoms and feels worse after bath.

**Apis mellifica** [18]
It relieves dry fever which alternates with sweating, facial flushing, sore throat with swollen tonsils. Pain extends to the ears, and the eyelids can be swollen. Cold applications brings relief. In fever thirst is usually low and chill about 3pm.

**Phosphorus** [18]
It relieves fever with an easily-flushing face, coryza fluent especially during day, alternating fluent and dry. Rawness and scraping in pharynx worse in evening and hawking in morning.

**Conclusion**
This article provides us concept of influenza and the details of various homoeopathic medicines recommended for it (by the concept of individualization) which can manage seasonal influenza safely without any side effects.
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